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Case Report

Retrobulbar neuritis associated with empty sella syndrome: A diagnostic challenge
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A 35-year-old female presented with sudden diminution of vision to finger counting at half meters in right
eye (RE) since 15 days. RE showed grade III RAPD. Rest of the ocular examination was normal. She had
no significant past medical history. Neuroimaging showed empty sella. We suspected retrobulbar neuritis
(RBN) as a cause of loss of vision since there was no evidence of acute change in morphology of sella
turcica like hemorrhage, trauma or ischemia, furthermore there were no pathological findings in RE and
visual cortex to explain acute visual loss. Therefore, we prescribed intravenous steroids followed by oral
steroids. Vision in RE improved to 6/12 after 15 days. We found that RBN can be a cause of sudden vision
loss in cases with empty sella syndrome (ESS) and can pose diagnostic challenge that whether the vision
loss is due to ESS or RBN.
Key Message: RBN can be a cause of acute vision loss in patients with ESS and can create diagnostic
confusion.
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15 days. There was no prior history of craniocerebral
trauma, brain tumor, neurosurgery, hormonal treatment,
radiotherapy or any other systemic illness. She was
married and had two children aged five and seven
years. Patient was of average built, well oriented to
time, place and person. Systemic examination including
neurological examination was normal. Visual acuity in
the RE was counting finger at half meters and left eye
(LE) was 6/6. Colour vision examination revealed red
green colour defect in RE and normal colour vision in
LE. RE showed grade III RAPD. Slit lamp examination,
intraocular pressure and fundus examination were normal
in both eyes. MRI imaging of brain and orbit showed
empty sella with pituitary gland lying along the floor
(Figure 1). Hormonal study showed normal serum levels
of growth hormone, prolactin, luteinizing hormone, follicle
stimulating hormone, thyroid stimulating hormone and
adrenocorticotropic hormone. Neurosurgical reference was
sought and no neurosurgical intervention was advised for

1. Introduction
Empty sella is a radiological or pathological finding, in
which sella turcica is filled with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
which may lead to compression and flattening of pituitary
gland. 1,2 Empty sella is usually asymptomatic but can
cause visual field defects and/or loss of pituitary endocrine
functions. Vision loss in some patients with empty sella
may also be due to primary ocular or optic nerve pathology
and such distinction can be challenging. 3 We report a
case where RBN was the cause of acute vision loss in a
patient with ESS, which caused diagnostic confusion and
responded dramatically to systemic steroids.
2. Case History
A 35-year-old Indian female presented with painless,
sudden diminution of vision in right eye (RE) since
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ESS. We suspected RBN as cause of acute loss of vision
and prescribed intravenous methylprednisolone in dosage of
1000 mg in 100 ml saline once daily for three days followed
by oral steroids as per ONTT, which demonstrated that
intravenous methylprednisolone 1000mg/day for 3 days,
followed by oral prednisone 1mg/kg/day for 14 days, sped
visual recovery. 4 After 15 days, vision in RE improved to
6/12.

Fig. 1: MRI brain shows emptysella with flattened pituitary gland

3. Discussion
Empty sella is characterized by herniation of the
subarachnoid space into the sella turcica. Consequently,
the sella turcica is filled with CSF and flattening of
the pituitary gland at its base. 1,2 Empty sella can be
classified according to its etiology as primary or secondary.
Primary empty sella is usually the result of intracranial
hypertension with or without insufficiency of the sellar
diaphragm. In addition, involution of hyperplastic pituitary
after pregnancy and lactation can lead to development of
primary empty sella, which accounts to significant higher
prevalence of this condition in females. Secondary empty
sella occurs secondarily to pituitary surgery, radiotherapy,
trauma, apoplexy or Sheehan’s syndrome. 5–7 Our patient
was female who had history of two uneventful pregnancies
and no significant past medical history which suggests that
empty sella was likely primary in etiology.
Empty sella is usually asymptomatic and is detected
in neuroimaging studies as an incidental finding. 7,8
In symptomatic patients, empty sella can lead to
neurological, ophthalmological and endocrinal dysfunction.
Neurological symptoms include headache, rhinorrhea,
syncope or convulsions. 5,7 Endocrine dysfunction includes
hyperprolactinemia leading to oligomenorrhea or sexual
dysfunction and/or panhypopituitarism. 5–7 Ophthalmic
problems caused by empty sella include papilledema,
diplopia and loss of visual field and/or visual acuity. 7,9
Visual loss can be ascribed to empty sella when it leads
to damage of suprasellar optic neurons either due to
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mechanical trauma or vascular insult. 3 However, in most
cases of empty sella, visual function remains normal. 3,7
Moreover, vision loss in some patients with empty sella can
be due to primary ocular or optic nerve pathology and such
distinction can be challenging. 3 In our case, since the loss of
vision was acute and there was no evidence of acute change
in morphology of sella turcica like hemorrhage, trauma or
ischemia along with no pathological findings in RE and
visual cortex, we ascribed loss of vision to RBN and treated
the patient accordingly with intravenous steroids followed
by oral steroids. Vision improved promptly to 6/12 after 15
days, substantiating our diagnosis of RBN.
Since empty sella is a relatively common finding, 3,10
at some point in their career most ophthalmologists will
face the problem of a patient with unexplained acute visual
loss and an empty sella on neuroimaging, which can cause
diagnostic confusion. Our case highlights this problem and
prompts us to seek an alternative ocular or neuro-ophthalmic
pathology in cases where ESS does not corroborate with
visual loss. Our case reports that RBN can cause acute
loss of vision in patients with empty sella. Furthermore, we
found that systemic steroids were effective in treatment of
RBN associated with ESS.
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